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ARTICLES:

The Danbury (CT) Public Library slogan is “From Text to Technology:” not only is the library collecting materials in electronic formats; it is also using the Internet and the Web for resource identification and selection purposes.


Collection Development in the Electronic Era: Bibliography of Resources

   Describes the experiences at Algonquin Area Public Library (IL) where patrons are lining up for e-books.


“Electronic resources: are basic criteria for selection of materials changing?’ by Curt Holleman. Library Trends, v. 48, no. 4, Spring, 2000, pp. 694-710.
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This article describes a study of 12 public library systems in Maryland. Collection development librarians discuss the tasks they perform and the sources they use in collection development, including integrated library systems.


* “Making the Internet a part of the library’s collection” by Patricia H. Guarino. Acquisitions Librarian, no. 20, 1998, pp. 91-100.


This article tells about a project whose purpose was to explore the use of netLibrary as an electronic collection development tool. Two consortiums (academic and public libraries) purchased access to netlibrary e-books for their members. Statistics gathered provided information needed to compare usage based on subject categories. Final analysis and results are provided.
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Includes an “Electronic Resource Evaluation Checklist” which is used to evaluate potential electronic acquisitions.

BOOKS:


This CLIR publication discusses the impact of the World Wide Web on collections-based institutions.
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   Chapter 7: Electronic Serials.
   Chapter 8: Other Electronic Materials.

Fecko, Mary Beth. Electronic resources: access and issues. Bowker-Saur, 1997. (025.174 F)


Virtually yours: models for managing electronic resources and services, edited by Peggy Johnson and Bonnie MacEwan. ALA, 1999. (025.174 V)

URLs:

“Can E-books improve libraries?” (Triconference 2000):
   http://skyways.lib.ks.us/central/ebooks

“Collection development policy for electronic journals,” University of Oregon Libraries:
   http://libweb.uoregon.edu/colldev/public_policies/ejour.html

“Collection development policy for internet resources,” University of Oregon Libraries:
   http://libweb.uoregon.edu/colldev/public_policies/internet_resources.html

“Collection Development Policy for Offline Electronic Resources,” University of Oregon Libraries:
   http://libweb.uoregon.edu/colldev/public_policies/
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eBookAd.com (clearinghouse of information about electronic books, including reviews and technological and economic aspects):
http://www.eBookAd.com

Ebook-Reviews.net (reviews of e-books in a variety of categories including fiction, nonfiction, and marketing):
http://www.ebook-reviews.net/